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Prior to World War II there were only twenty-three architectural firms located in nine communities in the whole state of Mississippi. In the average community, the architect’s activity was confined to the design of churches, schools, and hospitals. Few people knew him and still fewer had any idea of what he did other than “drawing blueprints.” The situation has changed.

Since World War II many young architects have looked elsewhere and concluded that Mississippi offered almost unlimited challenge and opportunity. Seventy-four architectural firms are now located in twenty-four communities, large and small, from the Tennessee line to the Gulf coast. Correspondingly, more people know more about architecture and architects. Hundreds of buildings are now constructed with the benefit of architectural services that, twenty-five years ago, would have been built from a rough sketch on the back of a brown envelope.

The architectural profession believes in the future of Mississippi. We believe that the potential for economic and cultural development is unlimited and that architecture will necessarily be a vital facet of that development. We look forward to an increasing appreciation for good architecture on the part of all Mississippians. If this is to be so, we must produce good architecture.

We dedicate ourselves to that task.

—Bob Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Fred LaRue
Jackson, Mississippi
Owners

Biggs, Weir and Chandler, A.I.A
Jackson, Mississippi
Architect

FLOOR PLAN
THIS residence is one of three constructed on a private lake immediately north of Jackson. The land surrounding the lake is being developed as a park-like setting with the three residences dispersed along the shore line.

The family is large and busy. Both parents and the five children engage in many activities and it was this personality of the household that governed its design. The organization of the plan is essentially that of a cross with each of the four major wings accommodating the living area, the service section, the master bedroom suite and the children's wing respectively. The concept was one of informality with the aim that the building be unobtrusive in the landscape.

The owners do a great deal of entertaining and this consideration governed the arrangement of the living room, play room and the two intervening courts all linked by a covered way. On occasion of large groups these four areas may be used together to form a useful succession of spaces.
NOW!

WOOD that won't burn
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GENERAL COMPONENTS, INC.
ROOF TRUSSES
Quality Truss Builders

4171 NORTHVIEW DR.
JACKSON, MISS.
EMerson 6-3116

P. O. Box 1633
Phone FL 5-3427

GEORGE
BELL
Carpets, Inc.

961 FAIRGROUNDS STREET
JACKSON, MISS.
"For Rugs Cleaned Well And Carpets
That Excell Call George Bell"

CAPTIOL HARDWARE CO., INC.
• YALE & TOWNE
  CONTRACT HARDWARE
• WILSON DOORS
  ROLLING STEEL — WOOD — CLOSURES
• LUPTON WINDOWS
  ALUMINUM — STEEL — CURTAIN WALL
• GLOBAL PARTITIONS
  TOILET — HOSPITAL
• HOLLOW METALS • STOCK—CUSTOM
  MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALTIES — COMPLETE LINE

CAPTIOL HARDWARE CO., INC.
3006 W. NORTHSIDE DR.
JACKSON 6, MISSISSIPPI
P. O. BOX 9597

Building Products Company
WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVELY
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106 Oakdale St.
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

SAM McMURRAY
J. E. PUCKETT

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
BEGINs WITH
GOOD LUMBER

QUALITY MPMA GRADE-MARKED
SOUTHERN PINE

PRODUCED AND SOLD BY MEMBER MILLS OF
Mississippi Pine Manufacturers Assn.

535 COLLEGE ST.
Jackson, Miss.

FL 5-4751

REPRODUCTION MATERIALS
ARCHITECTS AND
ENGINEERS SUPPLIES
L. L. RIDGWAY COMPANY, INC.
103 E. PEARL ST.
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
Cast Concrete is now cast in a new role as a highly sophisticated and flexible art form for building ornamentation.

Arts for Architecture, Inc., has adapted this material into three-dimensional squares of sculptured designs which can be joined together to create sculptured wall facings for exterior and interior building walls.

Each square is a different design but all utilize a basic 12" x 12" module. This makes it possible for architects and designers to interrelate, arrange and rearrange these modules to create wall facings of their own patterns and to any height and length desired.

The designs are inspired by stone carvings of ancient Yucatan, Mayan, Gothic and South Seas origin. James Seeman, president of Arts for Architecture, Inc., who is both artist and engineer, united these talents to adapt the basic design elements of the ancient stone sculptures within modern-day modular concept.

Special paper patterns are made available for architects and designers who can then shift them about, much like cutouts, to work out their own arrangements.

In the lobby of the famous Americana Hotel in Miami Beach, the use of an Arts for Architecture wall in Mayan and Aztec designs, achieves stunning effect in this important public area. And in New York and elsewhere, sculptured walls appear as facades across the entire exteriors of office buildings.

In addition to his own design creations, James Seeman also commissions outstanding artists of the world.

For example, "Taniko," a stone mural consisting of individually designed squares whose inspiration derives from the art of the South Sea Islands, is the work of Mr. Perli Pelzig, internationally known artist. Among other honors, Mr. Pelzig holds the American Institute of Architects Gold Medal.

"Sculptured walls," notes Mr. Seeman, "have been a major art expression in every highly civilized society and, in fact, are an essential complement to the general austerity of contemporary architecture and design."
CITY SQUIRE MOTOR INN

MIDTOWN MANHATTAN, long the taxi-terrorized scourge of the unwary out-of-town motorist, became a veritable Mecca for the highway traveler with the opening of the 724-room City Squire Motor Inn—largest of its type in the world—in the block bounded by Broadway, Seventh Avenue, 51st and 52nd Streets.

With a five-level garage accommodating 500 cars, the City Squire will guarantee free parking for all guests, including free in-and-out service if the guest wishes to drive to the World’s Fair grounds or other nearby tourist attractions during his visit.

Combining the best features of a modern city hotel, and its variety of services, with the informality of the suburban motel, the City Squire Motor Inn has a special garage entrance for motorists, wheeled racks that can handle an entire family’s luggage, and the fastest bellman in New York to speed the racks into high-speed elevators and de-

pos it the luggage in one or more of the 22-story City Squire’s oversized rooms.

Reserved for guests only is a health club located in a special fifth-floor wing. Here the guest may enjoy the beneficial dry heat of the Finnish-style saunas, receive an expert massage and then cool off in the all-weather pool. In warm weather, the glass wall of the pool housing slides open for easy access to a large sundeck, where cocktails and light refreshments are available.

In an unusual reversal of hotel decorating trends, the City Squire’s decor is handsome and traditional Early American, even to the now-familiar rocking chair that is provided with every suite. The same theme also applies to the Squire’s Corner coffee shop and Red Coach Grill.

A series of meeting rooms and executive suites has been provided to meet the demand of small groups for such facilities.
CONSTRUCTION is underway on a new $1 million, 950-seat cafeteria for the Argonne National Laboratory in Argonne, Ill., according to announcement by John H. McKinley, Business Manager of the Laboratory.

The new building was planned, designed and engineered by Welton Becket and Associates, architects and engineers.

Complete food preparation, serving and dining facilities for 950 persons will be provided in the cafeteria. On the basis of two and a half times turnover, the building’s feeding capacity is estimated at 2375 persons.

The 33,402 sq. ft. structure will feature precast exposed concrete window units with quartz aggregate window frames on its west and portions of the north, south, and east exposures. The glass will be deeply recessed in the 10- by 22-ft. sculptured frames, providing solar protection and reducing air-conditioning requirements.

The north and south sides of the building are formed of solid, precast exposed aggregate panels. The use of these durable modular panels will speed construction, resulting in earlier occupancy than if more conventional masonry construction were used.

The main entrance to the cafeteria, on the north side of the building, will have a glass-enclosed lobby leading into the main dining room.

Besides the main dining area, the cafeteria building will include a small private dining room, a central food serving area, a kitchen complete with the latest equipment for food preparation, dishwashing, refrigeration and dry storage. Offices for managerial and supervisory personnel are strategically located within the kitchen area for proper control of operational procedures and the receiving of supplies.

The “scramble” system, a method by which persons circulate while making selections rather than waiting in line, will be used in the central food serving area. Experience has proved this method of food serving facilitates traffic flow and expedites the serving of meals.

The column-free main dining area will have a 14-ft.-high coffered ceiling, supported by tapered steel girders. Since the dining area will be used for meetings as well as food service, the absence of columns will provide maximum seating flexibility as well as increase the number of persons to be accommodated.

Separated from the main dining area will be the private dining room designed to accommodate 100 persons. This room, which may be divided in half for smaller groups, has been located by the architects so that it can be adapted to either cafeteria or table service.

Effective sound control in the main dining area will be provided by the specially designed, coffered, demountable acoustical ceiling. The ceiling will add visual interest to the area.
This view of a general office area is typical of the evenly-distributed lighting throughout the building. KPL Tower's lighting also heats the 12-story structure, making the new building one of the largest installations in the country of this "Electrical Space Conditioning" concept.

The new 12-story headquarters of Kansas Power Light Co. here represents one of the nation's largest installations of Electrical Space Conditioning—the use of lighting to heat a building. This concept was demonstrated experimentally several years ago by General Electric Co., and its operation in this 156,000 square foot building is another example of how this concept is being implemented.

KPL Tower, as it is called, is one of the largest total-electric office buildings in the Midwest—and its up to 600 footcandles of fluorescent lighting alone could heat the entire building even if the outside temperature were low as —20 degrees. More than 13,000 G-E lamps provide the comfortable illumination and source of heat for the building's mechanical system.

There are obvious economies in using internal heat already purchased in the form of lighting (and business machine energy, too) to heat the building. Such a heating system makes all-electric buildings more practical because it involves only modification of the air conditioning system. No boilers and inherent plumbing and stacks are required.

Heart of Electrical Space Conditioning of KPL Tower is a 516-ton centrifugal air-source heat pump system, which redistributes the lighting heat where it is needed throughout the building. While there is enough of this heat alone to warm the building, perimeter offices need more heat than interior offices. The heat pump, which supplies both heating...
and cooling, takes excess heat from interior offices and transfers it to the perimeter. It also provides cooling for the interior offices, which are affected very little by outside temperatures. Thus, heat exhausted from the air conditioning during the cooling cycle and cool air available during the heating cycle can give complete comfort to every building zone throughout the year.

Interior zones have only a cold air supply since they need cooling year-round. Primary air supplied at high velocity through induction units conditions perimeter zones. These units are supplied with hot or chilled water, depending on ambient temperatures, to temper the air and provide zone control within a 12-foot square floor area.

An air-handling unit on each floor moves secondary air a low velocity into each room through 2' x 4' lighting troffers. This air also returns to the ceiling plenum through these troffers, picking up heat from the lighting fixtures on the way. The return air circulating through the plenum picks up additional heat from the back of the fixtures and is then reconditioned and recycled or exhausted outside, whichever is more economical.

Each occupant of a perimeter office can have the temperature most comfortable to himself because there is a cool and a warm source available at each induction unit. Result: workers can gather in an office, or the sun shine on it, and the system automatically compensates for the changes in heat load and humidity in that area without affecting any other area.

The building is exceptionally well-lighted, to a minimum of 200 footcandles in all office and public areas and up to 600 footcandles in the appliance demonstration room.

All areas in the building except the demonstration room, auditorium, and lobby are lighted by 40-watt G-E Cool White lamps in 4-lamp Daybrite fixtures, with prismatic glass lenses, on 6-foot centers. There are more than 3300 of these fixtures, each consuming an average of 6.4 watts per square foot of floor space.

All windows are lighted with continuous rows of fluorescent lamps concealed in an inverted cone for attractive night lighting effects. And these lamps create a more stimulating atmosphere in executive offices, with interesting light and shadow patterns on drapes and wall surfaces.

The lighting of the lobby has been designed to help provide a smooth visual transition from high brightness outdoors into the building's interior. Six custom-designed circular pads 20 feet in diameter light the lobby to about 200 footcandles.

There are 48 General Electric Power Groove lamps in a spoke-wheel pattern in each of the 20-foot diameter circular pads shown here in the lobby of the new headquarters of Kansas Power and Light Co., Topeka, Kansas. The mural on the rear wall is lighted by 4-foot Power Groove lamps in vertical surface fixtures mounted 9" from the wall.
A striking space age structure, this key-shaped electromagnetic laboratory of the Lockheed-California Company is scheduled to be in operation by year's end. Construction is now under way at the company's Rye Canyon Research Center near Saugus.

Aerospace Electromagnetic Laboratory

A new electromagnetic laboratory to develop antennas and components for advanced space and aircraft communication-detection systems will be in operation by December, the Lockheed-California Company has announced.

Based on a Lockheed concept, the electromagnetic building was designed by Albert C. Martin and Associates of Los Angeles, planners, architects and engineers. Raymond Flanders is Martin's project manager for the structure.

It is believed the laboratory and its antenna pattern ranges, when fully developed at a later date, will equal or surpass any known in the free world.

Construction is well under way on the two-story building in Lockheed's Rye Canyon Research Center near Saugus, 26 miles north of the company's main Burbank plant.

Lockheed engineers note the $750,000 laboratory and attached open radiating ranges will save thousands of flight hours that would be otherwise necessary in evaluating new radio, radar, counter-measure, navigation, and telemetry antenna systems.

The electromagnetic laboratory will continue to broaden its capabilities to meet future space age requirements, said J. B. Wassall, Lockheed-California Company director of engineering.

Extending spoke-like from the cylindrical section of the building will be four antenna ranges—150 feet to a quarter-mile long—equipped with rails and movable towers. Four more outdoor ranges and an indoor anechoic (radiation-absorbing) range are scheduled in the future.

Aircraft and space vehicle models will be mounted on the 25-foot tall towers that will travel the length of the range tracks.

Engineers in the building will be able to rotate the tower and position the model via remote control during tests.

Radio waves will be beamed from the transmitting antenna in the building to the receiving model. The signals will return to recording and data processing consoles in the laboratory for radiation pattern analysis and "echo area" measurements.

To insure accurate readings, the scale models will be near-exact duplicates of present or planned aircraft and spacecraft or their components.
IT'S A SHAME twins have to be 455 miles apart, except when those twins are identical 17-story office buildings.

The structures are the Del Webb Building in Phoenix and the First National Bank Building East in Albuquerque, both of which are owned by the Del E. Webb Corporation.

Designed by the Albuquerque and Phoenix architectural firm of Flatow, Moore, Bryan & Fairburn, the buildings have a special type of glass to protect against the sunny climate of the two southwestern cities.

A relatively new product, called Parallel-O-Grey, the glass is used in the buildings to reduce heat and glare from the bright southwestern sun. It is a twin-ground polished plate glass that was developed by the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company.

This neutral grey tinted glass reduces the glare of sunlight, yet permits persons inside to see true colors outside. It also enables air conditioning to operate more efficiently by reducing the solar heat that normally passes through ordinary glass.

Del Webb Building houses the international headquarters of the corporation whose name it bears, while the main tenant of the Albuquerque building is the bank it is named after.

After looking at the structures it is evident why they are called twin buildings. Both have murals in the elevator lobbies on each floor, depicting the history of Arizona in one and the history of New Mexico in the other. They have the same number of floors and both have a similar exterior—white vertical columns with horizontal gold ceramic tile accentuated by the grey color of the glass.
A 47-YEAR OLD storage warehouse was recently transformed into a modern classroom building for students at Drexel Institute of Technology in Philadelphia. Vermont marble, used extensively for both exterior and interior applications, contributes to the overall design which was executed by the architectural firm of Supowitz and Demchick, A.I.A., of Philadelphia.

The first step in this extensive renovation was initiated well over a year ago when exterior walls were stripped to make way for a modern facade of marble and glass. Following this procedure, the application of Vermont Light Danby marble was begun on wall panels as well as on imposing corner walls.

The seven-story structure, designated as Commonwealth Hall, contains 33 classrooms, six laboratories, four drawing rooms, three research areas, six seminar rooms, a reference reading room, faculty lounge, 46 offices and a computer laboratory.

Before launching this $1,750,000 renovation, Drexel Institute asked an engineering consultant to study both the advantages offered by high-rise structures in an urban setting, and the economies of time and funds to be gained through the conversion of existing structures.

Interesting enough, results of this study showed an estimated $500,000 in cost and a valuable year in time was saved by converting this warehouse into Commonwealth Hall.
JACKSON STEEL COMPANY, INC.
Reinforcing Steel and Allied Accessories

DIAL FL 5-7457
969 SOUTH ROACH ST.
P.O. BOX 2671
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON Stone COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MANUFACTURERS
• ARCHITECTURAL STONE
• VIBRAPAC MASONRY UNITS
• EXPOSED AGGREGATE PANELS
330 W. MAYES ST.
E.Merson 6-8441
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

STEVE's Sheet Metal Contractor
The old reliable specialized in custom sheet metal work from 2692 up to ¼" plate
Also copper, brass, stainless steel and Aluminum work
822 SOUTH WEST STREET
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

THE BUSINESSMAN'S DEPARTMENT STORE
• Office Furniture • Printing
• Office Supplies • Rubber Stamps
• Office Machines • Library
GREETING CARDS & GIFTS
STAFF DESIGNER • STAFF ARTIST

ROEVER & McHANN
PAINTING COMPANY
• COMMERCIAL
• INDUSTRIAL
• RESIDENTIAL
2178 HICKORY DR.
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI
372-6501

E. B. BRIELMAIER
PLATE GLASS • WINDOW GLASS
STORE FRONTS
BILoxi, MISSISSIPPI

Wetmore & Parman, Inc.
Contractors and Builders

A. L. Parman, President  W. A. Schmid, Vice-President
LET US HELP YOU
Consultants in Audio-Visual Equipment and Installations
Educational — Industrial — Religious

JASPER EWING & SONS, INC.
Audio-Visual Sales & Service
123 E. Pearl Street
Jackson, Mississippi
352-3348

DIXIE-BROWN ENTERPRISES, INC.
415 E. Silas Brown St.
Jackson, Mississippi

Dixie Venetian
Blind Division
Flexalum Twi-nighter blinds
Kirsh Vertical Blinds
Elkirt Fabric
Louver Vertical Blinds
Movable wood shutters
Brown Awning
Division
Wide selection of colors and material for Canvas Awnings
Patio Covers
Trailer Awnings
Boat Covers
Boat Canopies

Specializing In
Commercial and Industrial Mortgage Loans
Also Residential Loans

BAILEY MORTGAGE CO.
161 E. Amite St.
Phone 355-4511
Jackson, Miss.

WEAVER & SONS
Mechanical Contractors
2509 21st Avenue
Gulfport, Miss.
Telephone 863-7247

Southern Pipe & Supply Co., Inc.
Jobbers and Distributors of
Better Plumbing Supplies
Bath Rooms — Water Heaters — Heating Supplies
Soil & Steel Pipe — Tubing — Valves — Water Systems
P.O. Drawer 2131 Phone 483-4211 Meridian, Miss.
P.O. Box 2637 Phone 355-7463 Jackson, Miss.

We at Southern Pipe Are Proud of Four Things
Our Customers . . . Our Products . . . Our People
And Our Part in the Growing South

CABINETS — DOOR UNITS
SASH MILLWORK — MOULDINGS

REYNOLDS
Manufacturing Company
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI

W. A. REYNOLDS
Res. Phone 426-9693

Architectural Quality Millwork Since 1911

Building Supply Company
711-A Street
Meridian, Mississippi

For Other Building Materials
One Call Will Do it All — 483-4581

Weaver & Sons
Mechanical Contractors
51 Central Avenue
Telephone 426-9584
ACE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Flexalum Twi-Nighter Venetian Blinds
Flexalum Sun Control Products
EMerson 2-1636
205 W. WOODROW WILSON  JACKSON, MISS.

MISSISSIPPI STEEL CORPORATION
Manufactures and Fabricators of Steel Reinforcing Bars
Rolling Mill located at Flowood, Miss.
P.O. Box 5780 Pearl Branch 939-1623
JACKSON 8, MISSISSIPPI

Mississippi Testing Laboratories, Inc.
Analytical Chemists  Testing Laboratories
121 S. ROACH ST.  PHONE FLEETWOOD 3-1248
JACKSON 5, MISSISSIPPI
COLUMBUS, MISS. • GULFPORT, MISS. • MONROE, LA.

WESTINGHOUSE
HEATING — AIR CONDITIONING
• RESIDENTIAL
• COMMERCIAL
• INDUSTRIAL

NEELY BLUE PRINT & SUPPLY CO.
Blue Printing • Photostat Prints
Super Photostat Prints • Photo Murals
Transits — Levels — Alidades — Hand Levels
Instruments Rented — Instruments Repaired (Agents)
White Print Machines — Supplies
Authorized Representatives Keuffel & Esser Co.
519 E. PEARL ST.  FL 4-3523
JACKSON 7, MISSISSIPPI

Gulfport, Phone 863-1364  Biloxi, Phone 436-3377

COAST MATERIALS CO.
— Ready Mixed Concrete —
P.O. BOX 61 - GULFPORT, MISSISSIPPI
PLANT LOCATED
19th St. & I. C. Railroad
PLANT LOCATED
Beauvoir Road & L. & N. Railroad

CEILINGS • FLOORS • WALLS
COUNTER TOPS
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
"Be Sure of the Best With C & S"
615 W. Capitol St.  FL 5-6643 - 4-2558
Jackson, Mississippi

FLINTKOTE monofom™ system
F. MANDAL  JAMES COOPER
MANDAL’S ROOFING & SHEET METAL
HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
QUALITY SHEET METAL WORK
JACKSON PAINTING CO.
CONTRACTORS
SPRAY PAINTING • BRUSH PAINTING

SANDBLASTING
Competent Workmanship • Fully Insured
BARNETT BLDG. FL 2-0620 - 4-1811
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

CONCRETE PRODUCTS
and Supply Company, Inc.

LYNN'S ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
DESIGNERS — FABRICATORS — ERECTORS
• Cast Iron
• Wrought Iron
• Steel Stampings
804 S. MAIN 582-3254
PETAL, MISS.

H. R. INEBNIT
GULF COAST GLASS COMPANY
EVERYTHING IN GLASS
630 Market Street — Telephone SO 2-5922
PASCAGOUA, MISSISSIPPI

IN MISSISSIPPI
it's . . .

SOUTHERN GLASS
for . . . • GLASS and GLAZING
• BUILDING MATERIALS
• BUILDING SPECIALTIES
• The BEST in SERVICE
315 E. Pine • Hattiesburg, Miss. • JU 2-1574

LAUREL BRICK & TILE
COMPANY, Inc.
Manufacturers
— Office and Plant —
N. MERIDIAN AVENUE
P.O. Box 583
Phone 428-7467
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI

HATTIESBURG BLUEPRINT SERVICE
DIRECT PRINTS — PHOTO COPY PRINTS
Architects and Engineers Supplies
Authorized Dietzgen Distributor
JUniper 3-0062 719 Scooba Street
P.O. Box 828 Hattiesburg, Mississippi
HIGH QUALITY KILN DRIED PINE LUMBER IS AVAILABLE IN MISSISSIPPI

From the state’s largest producer, furnishing jobs for 350 Mississipians. Offering a full assortment of all items of pine lumber, including moldings and Kiln Dried 3” and 4” ROOF DECKING.

From our modern TREATING PLANT we offer:

- PRESSURE TREATED WOLMANIZED lumber and timbers
- RE KILN DRIED AFTER TREATMENT paintable, clean, odorless...termite and rot proof...the finest paintable treatment available.

A. DeWeese Lumber Company, Inc.
Lumbering along since 1897
Philadelphia, Mississippi
Sales Phone 656-3211

WOLMANIZED

JOHN B. HOWARD COMPANY, Inc.
Materials for Construction
104 North Lemon Street Fleetwood 4-2346
Jackson, Mississippi

Southeastern Materials Company
Hattiesburg Brick Works
American Sand & Gravel Company
Tel. 584-6436
409 Ross Building Hattiesburg, Miss.

FAULKNER CONCRETE PIPE COMPANY
Established 1915
- Manufacturers of Concrete Pipe
  Tel. 584-6226 • P.O. Box 992
  Hattiesburg, Mississippi
PLANTS: Gulfport, Miss., Hattiesburg, Miss.
Jackson, Miss., Meridian, Miss., Mobile, Ala.

TRI-SOUTHERN BLUEPRINT CO., INC.
206 SO. MAGNOLIA ST. PASCAGOULA, MISS.
ARCHITECTURAL & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
SURVEYING EQUIPMENT — REPRODUCTION SERVICES
"Covering the Mississippi Gulf Coast"

WEATHERBY MATERIALS, INC.
SAND • READY MIX • CONCRETE • GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 462
MOSS POINT, MISSISSIPPI

W. C. WEATHERBY, JR., President Phone GR 5-1285

HIGH QUALITY KILN DRIED PINE LUMBER IS AVAILABLE IN MISSISSIPPI

From the state’s largest producer, furnishing jobs for 350 Mississipians. Offering a full assortment of all items of pine lumber, including moldings and Kiln Dried 3” and 4” ROOF DECKING.

From our modern TREATING PLANT we offer:

- PRESSURE TREATED WOLMANIZED lumber and timbers
- RE KILN DRIED AFTER TREATMENT paintable, clean, odorless...termite and rot proof...the finest paintable treatment available.

A. DeWeese Lumber Company, Inc.
Lumbering along since 1897
Philadelphia, Mississippi
Sales Phone 656-3211

WOLMANIZED

JOHN B. HOWARD COMPANY, Inc.
Materials for Construction
104 North Lemon Street Fleetwood 4-2346
Jackson, Mississippi

FAULKNER CONCRETE PIPE COMPANY
Established 1915
- Manufacturers of Concrete Pipe
  Tel. 584-6226 • P.O. Box 992
  Hattiesburg, Mississippi
PLANTS: Gulfport, Miss., Hattiesburg, Miss.
Jackson, Miss., Meridian, Miss., Mobile, Ala.

Southeastern Materials Company
Hattiesburg Brick Works
American Sand & Gravel Company
Tel. 584-6436
409 Ross Building Hattiesburg, Miss.

WEATHERBY MATERIALS, INC.
SAND • READY MIX • CONCRETE • GRAVEL
P.O. BOX 462
MOSS POINT, MISSISSIPPI

W. C. WEATHERBY, JR., President Phone GR 5-1285
JACKSON Concrete

FL 4-3801
Jackson, Mississippi
P.O. Box 1292

“A HOME OWNED INDUSTRY”

MIKE RUSSELL
PAINTING CONTRACTOR
COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL

SANDBLASTING • WATERPROOF
5073 GERTRUDE DR.
372-7361

JACKSON 4, MISSISSIPPI

ELLIS SUPPLY COMPANY
“Since 1927 — - - - Serving Mississippi with Steel”
JOISTS — - - - STRUCTURAL STEEL

P.O. BOX 1016
PHONE 939-4584

JACKSON 5, MISSISSIPPI
BRANCH OFFICE & PLANT AT WEST POINT, MISS.
P.O. BOX 383 — PHONE 2081

Lundin and Associates Incorporated
formerly Plastics Division of LUNDIN-HENDRY, INC.

 Architectural Products Division, Oxford, Miss.
Telephone 234-3131
MISSISSIPPI ARCHITECT—A.I.A.

Quality Building Products

Fenestra®
STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES

SCHOOLS
CHURCHES
HOSPITALS

 Offices
RESTAURANTS
MOTELS

FOLDING DOORS

RUSSWIN
BUILDERS HARDWARE

MITCHELL
METAL BUILDINGS

THRASHER CO.
2689 LIVINGSTON ROAD • JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

METAL WINDOWS—GLAZED STRUCTURAL TILE—MOVABLE PARTITIONS—ROOF DECK